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An earthquake is commonly described as a stick-slip frictional instability occurring along preexisting crustal faults. The seismic cycle of
earthquake recurrence is characterised by long periods of quasi-static evolution which precede sudden slip events accompanied by elastic
wave radiation: the earthquake. This succession of processes over two well distinguished time scales recalls the behaviour of nonlinear
relaxation oscillations. We explore this connection by studying, in the framework of rate-and-state friction, the sliding of two identical
slabs of elastic solid driven in opposite directions with a constant relative velocity. Our first innovation is to establish that the motion
of a spring-block system is an asymptotic mechanical analogue of the frictional sliding of a single interface from which elastic waves
radiate. Due to wave reflection at the boundaries, the equivalent mass of the block M = k(h/cs)2/12 is not independent of the equivalent
spring stiffness k, where h denotes the slab thickness and cs is the shear wave speed. Considering a non-monotonic friction law, we show
that the relaxation oscillation regime is reached when the characteristic time scale of frictionless oscillations is much greater than the
characteristic time of frictional memory effects: (M/k)1/2 � L/V∗. We combine a composite approximation of the stick-slip cycle and
numerical studies to show that the interfacial relaxation oscillations result from the subtle interplay of the non-monotonic properties of
the friction law driving the long stress build-up of the quasi-static phase, and the inertial control of the fast slip phase originating from
the wave propagation. We discuss the geophysical consequences for earthquake mechanics, and connections between the rate-and-state
and Coulomb models of friction.
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system; stress drop control.
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1 Introduction

Since the seminal article of Brace and Byerlee [1], earthquakes are seen as recurrent stick-slip instabilities
along preexisting fault planes whose frictional properties vary with the slip distance or slip rate. The
basic idea relies on the transposition of the frictional stick-slip phenomenon observed on the scales of an
experiment to the geophysical scales involved in earthquake mechanics and the seismic cycle. Together
with this transfer of scale, frictional stick-slip in itself also constitutes an attractive and challenging kind
of instability across the scales. Indeed, in addition to the obvious two time scales associated with the long
period of stick which precedes the short slip phase, it is also known that memory effects influence the
instantaneous response of the friction coefficient to velocity changes, and thus the stick-slip process, in
relation with an intrinsic critical slip distance, say L, [2,3]. Other length scales, of macroscopic character,
are also expected. Apart from the fault zone dimensions, we must also think of the length scales associated
with the boundary conditions which drive the fault sliding.
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Over the past three decades, in addition to the slip rate and normal stress dependence, experimental rock
mechanics has developed the concept of rate-and-state friction for which the memory effect of frictional
sliding is modelled by a state variable whose evolution is controlled by the memory slip length [4, 5].
From the point of view of (rock) friction mechanics, this characteristic microscopic length scale is usually
interpreted as the slip required for the rejuvenation process of interfacial asperity contacts and is crucial
for determining the characteristic length scale defining the critical medium stiffness below which stick-slip
oscillations develop. From a geophysical perspective, combining this condition of stick-slip onset with the
equivalent crack stiffness, the concept of memory length has been closely connected to that of nucleation
length defined as the critical size that a slipping patch needs to attain so that its unstable spreading is
triggered [6]. These two reasons have conferred great importance to the memory length and raised many
concerns and debates among the geophysical community, upon which no agreement has been reached
between experimental measurements, geophysical scalings and theoretical predictions.

A possible explanation of these inconsistent observations could lie with the implicit treatment of earth-
quakes in this reasoning as slip instabilities developing at the onset of stick-slip. An alternative view is
obtained from considering the seismic cycle of a fault characterised by successive long stress build-ups fol-
lowed by rapid stress drops associated with seismic radiation. This suggests that earthquakes result from
a stick-slip oscillations far from criticality. In the vicinity of the stick-slip threshold, which corresponds to
a Hopf bifurcation [7,8], the stick-slip oscillations are sinusoidal. Further from the threshold, with its jerky
temporal pattern, the seismic cycle looks like a relaxation oscillation instead.

Introduced in [9], relaxation oscillations are a particular kind of periodic orbit which occurs in singularly
perturbed dynamical systems for which several well separated time scales are involved [10]. This generates
fast and slow dynamics along the orbit which leads to large amplitude discontinuous oscillations. These
two dynamics are usually constrained by the monotonicity changes of the so-called critical manifold which
corresponds to the set of equilibria of the system defining the fast dynamics. We will see that this critical
curve (or surface) coincides with the friction law.

Following [11], a frictional relaxation oscillation process has been proposed in early works [12, 13] for
explaining the stick-slip phenomenon of a spring-block system dragged at constant velocity. However no
reference to the geometrical aspects of the relaxation oscillation dynamics was mentioned. Coulomb friction
with constant static and dynamic friction coefficient was considered, a velocity dependence for the dynamic
friction coefficient being introduced in [13]. It is furthermore important to realize that the Coulomb model
of friction can predict neither any criterion of instability nor any dependence on the spring stiffness of the
amplitude of the oscillations [14].

More recently, a relaxation oscillation mechanism has been advanced to model the discontinuous frictional
fault slip due to earthquakes [15]. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first attempt at such description
which relies on the concept of rate-and-state friction. The interesting additional feature put forward was
to build a non-monotonic friction law from different competing micromechanisms of asperity deformation.
However, no dynamics and wave radiation were taken into account in this analysis as only a quasi-static
continuum model of a fault patch surrounded by an elastic body was considered.

In this paper, we demonstrate that the slipping dynamics of two slabs of equal thickness rubbing against
each other, idealizing a natural fault, reduces to the dynamics of an equivalent spring-block system pulled
at a constant velocity and whose inertia results from the account of elastic wave radiation from the
fault and its reflection from boundaries. We are especially concerned with the effects of non-monotonicity
of the rate-and-state law governing frictional sliding, monotonic laws having been the principal object
of past researches. We nevertheless consider monotonic rate-and-state friction in a first stage to build
matched approximations of the stick-slip cycle valid at small stiffnesses and to show the inertial control
of the stick-slip oscillations. We also present a friction law for which the frictional strength saturates
during stationary (or quasi-stationary) contact. In the laws most commonly employed so far, the interface
strengthens indefinitely with time during stationary contact. The interfacial smoothing resulting from
slip is also supposed to stop at higher slip rates which leads to a residual strength and induces a high
velocity strengthening. We thus obtain a friction law whose steady-state form is ‘spinodal’ (i.e. N -shaped)
and which agrees with the experimental results of Heslot et al. [16]. We thus explore the consequences
of inertia and non-monotonic rate-and-state friction on the dynamics of frictional relaxation oscillations.
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Figure 1. A single interface interface system: two elastic layers driven at constant speed ±V/2 rub against each other, elastic shear
waves radiate from the frictional interface and reflect at the boundaries z = ±y/2.

Comparisons with the relaxational dynamics of a true spring-block system emphasize the particularities of
the interfacial stick-slip. Geophysical consequences are discussed in view of the fact that, at leading order,
the system thickness controls the stick-slip period instead of the memory length which is only involved
here in the determination of the stress drop in combination with inertia.

2 Formulation

The problem under consideration is depicted in Figure 1. Uniform isotropic elastic layers with identical
properties occupy −h/2 < z < 0 and 0 < z < h/2 and are denoted respectively “−” and “+”. Contact
between them is maintained by a uniform compressive stress σ. The upper boundary (z = h/2) is subjected
to a uniform horizontal velocity V/2 while the lower boundary (z = −h/2) is subjected to a uniform
horizontal velocity −V/2. Sliding may occur at the interface at z = 0, according to a law of friction that
is specified below. Assuming no spatial variation in the slip at the interface, the resulting displacement in
either layer is horizontal and is denoted u(z, t). It is antisymmetric about the interface so that only the
upper layer needs to be considered explicitly.

Under the stated assumptions, the velocity field associated with u(z, t) takes the form

u̇(z, t) = V/2 + f
[
t− (h/2− z)/cs

]
− f

[
t + (h/2− z)/cs

]
,

where cs is the shear wave speed of the medium. The rate of slip at the interface at time t is then

v(t) = V + 2f [t− h/(2cs)]− 2f [t + h/(2cs)] ≡ V + δv(t), (1)

and the rate of change of the interfacial shear stress τ is

τ̇ =
G

cs

{
f ′

[
t− h/(2cs)

]
+ f ′

[
t + h/(2cs)

]}
, (2)

where G denotes the shear modulus.
The specification of the problem is completed with a friction law of rate-and state type. Rate-and-state

friction was first introduced from rock friction experiments [8,17–19]. They clearly showed that the shear
stress τ on a frictional interface varies with the slip rate v and state variables φ which model memory effects
attributed to the complex interactions of interfacial asperities controlling the relaxation response of the
interface to sudden velocity changes. Note that for rocks in particular the dependence of the friction force
with the normal stress σ can be nonlinear [20]. Temperature also influences friction in various ways [5,21].
Such dependences are disregarded here, temperature and normal stress being held constant. The general
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form of the law chosen here is (e.g. [22]){
τ = F (v, φ;σ) = σ µ(v, φ),
φ̇ = −G(v, φ),

(3)

with only one state variable φ. Under steady-state conditions (v = V constant), φ takes the steady-state
value φss for which

G(V, φss) = 0, (4)

and the associated value of the stress τ is

τss = F (V, φss, σ). (5)

Experimentally, it has been found in steady-state sliding that a broad variety of materials show a velocity-
weakening friction coefficient with a logarithmic dependence over a wide range of slip rates. Nevertheless,
it has also been observed that friction behaves non-monotonically with velocity [16, 20, 23–25]. Further
details and references can be found in [4, 5, 21,22] for instance.

While certain aspects will be pursued in relation to the general law (3) in the sequel, emphasis will be
placed on the Dieterich aging law{

τ = σ
[
a∗ + a ln(v/V∗) + b ln(V∗φ/L)

]
,

φ̇ = 1− vφ/L,
(6)

for which the state variable is interpreted as a characteristic contact lifetime of rejuvenation of the in-
terfacial contact population. The critical slip distance L is the memory length required for the interface
to relax towards a new steady state in response to a velocity jump. Although this law reproduces a wide
range of friction and earthquake phenomenology [4, 5], it suffers badly from its logarithmic singularity as
v → 0 in (6)1, the absence of saturation of φ as t →∞, and its infinite monotonicity. We discussed these
weaknesses in [26] where we introduced the spinodal law{

τ = σa sinh−1
[
γ∗(v/V∗)(c + φ/φ∗)b/a

]
,

φ̇ = (1− φ)/t∗∗ − |v|φ/L,
(7)

which regularises (6). The constant γ∗ = 0.5 exp(a∗/a) and reference state φ∗ = (1 + t∗∗V∗/L)−1 are
defined so that the reference velocity V∗ associated with the reference friction coefficient a∗ and the
material constants a and b are the same as for (6), in order to preserve the steady-state logarithmic
velocity-weakening behaviour between the two extrema of τ introduced by the additional constants t∗∗
and c. The (small) constant c confers a residual strength to the interface at the high slip rates which are
associated with a vanishing interfacial state φ ≈ 0. This yields a local minimum of the frictional resistance
attained at

Vm ≈ (b/a− 1)V∗/c.

Above this slip rate, the frictional force increases in steady-state sliding. Another velocity-strengthening
regime occurs at very low velocities, that is, below

VM ≈ aL/[(b− a)t∗∗], (8)

where t∗∗ is the characteristic time scale of aging, which competes with the dynamic weakening process
involved in the state evolution law (7)2. Note that the interfacial state variable φ is bounded when it
evolves under (7)2, in contrast to (6)2: under static aging the state saturates at 1 while dynamic weakening
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Figure 2. (a) Steady-state friction law; (b) Regime diagram: the lines correspond to the onset of stick-slip given by (10).
Symbols: Dieterich law (6) (dashed line), spinodal law (7) (solid line), experimental data [16].

Table 1. Material parameter values of friction laws (6) and (7) used to fit the experimental data

obtained for the frictional properties of Bristol paper board [16].

a∗ a b b/a b− a L V∗ c R = t∗∗V∗/L

0.369 0.0349 0.0489 1.4011 0.014 0.9× 10−6 10−6 10−3 100

smoothes the interface towards 0. Figure 2(a) represents the steady-state forms of the laws (6) and (7) for
the parameter values of table 1 and compares them to the experimental measurements of [16] obtained for
Bristol paper board.

2.1 Quasi-static approximation

A quasi-static approximation is appropriate if the velocity of slip changes very little during the time h/cs

taken for a wave to travel to a boundary (z = ±h/2) and back again. In this case, the Taylor expansion
f [t ± h/(2cs)] ≈ f(t) ± f ′(t)h/(2cs) combined with (1) tells that the velocity perturbation is related to
the time derivative of f(t) by δv(t) = v(t)− V ≈ −2(h/cs)f ′(t). As also f ′[t± h/(2cs)] ≈ f ′(t), it is found
that the rate of change of the interfacial shear stress (2) is proportional to the velocity perturbation δv(t),
reducing the problem to the two-dimensional dynamical system{

τ̇ = k
[
V − v(τ, φ)

]
,

φ̇ = −g(τ, φ).
(9)

Note that the natural variables of the system are τ and φ, while the slip rate ˙δu = v(τ, φ) is obtained
from the inversion of (3)1 and gives the function g(τ, φ) = G

[
v(τ, φ), φ

]
. The ratio G/h is identified as the

medium stiffness k and constitutes the second control parameter of the problem, in addition to the driving
velocity V , which determine the regimes of steady-state or oscillatory sliding of the interface.

Concerning the stability of frictional sliding, it is important to realize that the properties of monotonicity
of the friction law are fundamental to consider because the slope of the steady-state friction law τ ′ss(V )
determines the onset of stick-slip oscillations and their frequency. The linear stability analysis of the steady
states (τss, φss), solutions of (9) or (3) equivalently, performed by considering an infinitesimal perturbation
which allows the linearisation of (9), shows that the steady states are stable only if the stiffness is large
enough, greater than a critical stiffness given by

kc = −Gφτ ′ss. (10)
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More precisely, at k = kc, a Hopf bifurcation occurs and the sliding can become oscillatory with frequency

ω2
c = −G2

φτ ′ss/FV , (11)

when k ≤ kc. The derivatives of F and G with respect to V and φ are evaluated at the steady state.
Expressions (10) and (11), to be defined, imply that stick-slip oscillations only arise for a velocity-weakening
steady-state friction law, that is τ ′ss(V ) < 0. We thus understand the importance of behaviour changes in
friction as mentioned earlier. In particular, Figure 2(b) illustrates how the existence of local extrema, like
those provided by (7), bounds the stick-slip oscillations domain in the (k, V )-plane in comparison with the
one obtained from the monotonic law (6) for which

kDL
c = σ(b− a)/L and ωDL

c =
√

(b− a)/a (V/L). (12)

For the spinodal law (7), these quantities form good approximations of the corresponding kc and ωc in the
heart of the velocity-weakening region. In this regime, kc scales like σ/L, in proportion to the velocity-
weakening logarithmic rate b − a = O(10−2). It is therefore crucial to remember that the microstructure
memory length L controls the onset of stick-slip via the value of kc, the normal pressure being given.
Recalling that the criterion of instability can be read as h > G/kc ≡ hc, we conclude that the occurrence
of stick-slip requires a macrostructure large enough to diminish its stiffness to a value sufficiently low that
the medium can react to a perturbation with a delay to a forcing at constant rate V . In other words,
stick-slip oscillations are the result of the interplay between the macro-length h which is the size of the
sliding system and the micro-length L charateristic of the interfacial asperity microstructure. The sliding
is unstable if the ratio of these two length scales satisfies

L/h < (b− a)σ/G.

In terms of earthquake mechanics, this suggests that the driving of a fault defined by the couple (h, V )
determines the fault activity. The length h could then be seen as a characteristic length scale over which
the deformation is elastic, driven by some shear at rate V . It is difficult for us to be more precise at this
point about how to interpret and transpose to some geophysical context the criterion of sliding instability.
Another interpretation is usually presented in the geophysical literature and consists in considering a
slipping patch of size Lp and building another equivalent stiffness kp ∝ G/Lp based on arguments derived
from crack solutions of Fracture Mechanics. A nucleation length Lnucl.

p ∝ GL/((b − a)σ) is then deduced
(see [5, 6, 21, 27] for instance). This nucleation length is defined as the critical size from which the patch
expansion is unstable. The identification of the memory and nucleation lengths L and Lnucl.

p for natural
faults has been a central issue for earthquake source mechanics and earthquake prediction and is still a
matter of debate.

Another problem concerns the earthquake recurrence time which corresponds here to the period of stick-
slip oscillations. Equation (11) gives the analytical estimation 2π/ωc, at the instability onset. We learn
from the expression of ωDL

c that the period scales like the state relaxation time τφ = L/V . This illustrates
how the memory effects control the slip event recurrence at the stick-slip threshold. But, to complete the
picture, numerical calculations of the period are necessary to obtain its dependence on the stiffness k for
a given friction law. Nevertheless, we show later in this paper that more information can be gained from
asymptotic analysis of stick-slip as the stiffness is reduced in the limit kL/σ → 0.

A major observable characterising earthquake mechanics is the stress drop associated with a slip event.
The stress drop is indeed a fundamental quantity to predict as it is related to the radiated energy of an
earthquake and also constitutes a crucial constraint on earthquake source models as it can be estimated
from the analysis of seismograms. In the modelling we are considering, stress drop is directly related to the
amplitude of stick-slip and is defined as, assuming Coulomb-type friction laws, ∆τ = σ∆µ, where ∆µ =
µmax − µmin is the difference between the maximum and minimum values of the friction coefficient along
one stick-slip cycle. The stick-slip amplitude can be calculated from a weakly nonlinear analysis performed
in the vicinity of the Hopf bifurcation [8, 28, 29]. In [29], we showed that the super or subcritical nature
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of the Hopf bifurcation depends strongly on the analytical details of the definition of the friction law (3).
More important, we also demonstrated that the block inertia of a spring-block system cannot be neglected
in the weakly nonlinear analysis. Moreover, during one cycle, the mass indeed reaches velocities large
enough for the quasi-static approximation to break down, even at very slow forcing [14]. Considering (6)
first, we go further in this paper by constructing a composite approximation of the stick-slip cycle in order
to complete the description of the stick-slip phases as described in [14] and give a better understanding of
the role of inertia in the control of friction instabilities. To introduce inertia in the single interface problem,
we need to take into account wave radiation as we show now.

2.2 A spring-block model

A first approximation which contains allowance for the inertia of the layers is obtained by Taylor-expanding
further f(t± h/2cs) to third order,

f(t± h/2cs) ∼ f(t)± (h/2cs)f ′(t) + (h/2cs)2f ′′(t)/2± (h/2cs)3f ′′′(t)/6 + · · · , (13)

giving

v(t) ≈ V − 2(h/cs)f ′(t)− (h/cs)3f ′′′(t)/12. (14)

The second term on the right side of (14) provides a first correction to the quasi-static approximation.
It has strict validity only when it is small in comparison with the first term1. This restriction is violated
when the influence of the dynamics becomes significant. In this case, the approximation (14) just provides
some regularisation of the system which illustrates qualitatively the influence of the actual dynamics.

In detail, it follows from the approximation (14) that

τ̇ =
G

h
(V − v)− 1

12
Gh

c2
s

v̈. (15)

After time integration, admitting no pre-stress τ(0) = 0, we obtain the equation of motion

Mv̇ = k
(
V t− x(t)

)
− τ(t), (16)

of a block of mass (to be precise, a surface density of mass)

M = Gh/(12c2
s), (17)

pulled at a constant rate V with a spring of stiffness per unit area k = G/h where x =
∫ t
0 v(t′)dt′ is the

position of the block of velocity v(t).
Using the dimensions of time L/V∗, length L and stress σ, the dimensionless form of equation (16) is,

with a slight abuse of notation, mẍ = κ(V t− x)− µ where the dimensionless mass and stiffness are

m = MV 2
∗ /(σL) and κ = kL/σ. (18)

Writing now the dimensionless spring force y = κ(V t− x), its time derivative with the dimensionless form
of (16) and the state evolution law (3)2 constitute the dynamical system which determines the sliding of
the interface 

ẏ = κ (V − v),
φ̇ = −G(v, φ),

m v̇ = y − µ(v, φ).
(19)

1More accurately, the first term that is neglected should be small in comparison with the last term retained.
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The quasi-static approximation (9) is consistent with the inertialess limit m → 0. Therefore the conse-
quence of the inertia introduced by the radiation and reflection of elastic waves is to couple in a subtle
way the elastic and frictional stresses. Note that this coupling is different from the radiation damping
generated by seismic/acoustic waves and modelled as a linearly velocity-dependent viscous drag [30,31] or
a damping force proportional to the time derivative of the acceleration [32]. With the formulation (19),
there is a hierarchical relation between the variables y, φ and v described as the slow, intermediate and
fast variables of the system when the parameters satisfy the asymptotic limit mκ� 1.

Such a limit occur in geophysical or experimental contexts. In the presence of inertia, the critical stiffness
of a spring-block system is kc = −Gφτ ′ss

(
1 + MGφ/FV

)
, which means that κDL

c = b − a represents an
upper bound of κ for velocities less than V̂ ≡

√
aσL/M , a condition met in the seismogenic part of the

lithosphere. That is, we must be concerned by stiffnesses such that κ = O(10−2) at most. Note however
that we could build experimental conditions to explore velocities V > V̂ so that the condition κ � 1
breaks down. From the definitions of the stiffness k and mass M , we have

κ =
kL

σ
=

G

σ

L

h
and m =

1
12

G

σ

h

L

(
V∗
cs

)2

,

which means that the parameters κ and m are not independent, being related by

mκ = (G/σ)2(V∗/cs)2/12 ≡ ε. (20)

Obviously a decrease in κ results in an increase of m. In tectonic settings, say a brittle crust 10 km thick,
the lithostatic pressure is about σ ∼ ρgz ∼ 0.1 GPa. Typical values of constitutive rock parameters are
G ∼ 10 GPa, σ ∼ 0.1 GPa, V∗ ∼ 10−6 m s−1, cs ∼ 103 m s−1, which means that ε ∼ 10−15. As a result,
condition mκ � 1 is met, the relative ordering of m and κ switching for m = κ = ε1/2. Note that a
different relation between m and κ exists when we consider variations of the normal stress σ:

mκ−1 = (h/L)2(V∗/cs)2/12.

We disregard this case in this paper as changes in normal stress, seen as a parameter, alter the friction law in
various ways [33]. In particular we expect the constant c which determines the location of the local minimum
of the spinodal law (7) to depend on σ as suggested by experimental evidence [23]. Varying σ would modify
the steady-state form of (7) and affect the results quantitatively. We finally notice that decoupling m and
κ in the present modelling would mean that the length scale at which the wave reflection occurs would
be different from the length scale h from which the system is driven. This situation is conceivable in the
geophysical context1.

In the following sections we explore some consequences on the stick-slip cycle of the asymptotic limit
κ � 1, this parameter being coupled to m by (20) for the single interface problem or not for the true
spring-block problem. Using the language of relaxation oscillations [10], we will see that the hierarchy
between the variables y, φ and v reflects the relative speeds at which the different phases of the stick-slip
cycle occur.

3 Matched approximations of a stick-slip cycle

We first construct analytically an approximation of the stick-slip cycle for the spring-block problem sub-
jected to the monotonic law (6), the mass being small and constant m� 1. In combination with numerical
computations performed with the continuation software Auto [34], results from the previous analysis are
then used to describe the relaxation oscillation regime of the interfacial stick-slip associated with the
spinodal law (7). In this section, note that dimensionless quantities are used. Numerical computations are

1It could be realised in our model if some impedance boundary condition were applied at y = ±h/2.
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Figure 3. A stick-slip cycle trajectory for the spring-block system (19) under the Dieterich law (6) — V = 10, κ = 2.5× 10−3,
m = 1.1326× 10−7: (a) Spring force y and friction coefficient µ vs. slip rate log10(v); (b) Interfacial state φ vs. slip rate log10(v);

(c) Friction coefficient µ vs. spring force y. The trajectory is computed by direct numerical time integration (Matlab routine ode23s)
from an initial condition chosen near the unstable steady state. After a transient state, a stable periodic orbit is reached. Note the

effect of inertia when y 6= µ. Symbols: instantaneous friction coefficient µ(t) (dashed line), spring force (thick solid line), steady-state
line (thin solid line), steady-state location (◦), initial condition (+).

done with the material parameters of table 1. We expect the quantitative results for Bristol paper board
to give a good qualitative picture of the systems behaviour when geophysical related parameter values are
considered.

3.1 Monotonic law

We first recall the picture of spring-block stick-slip oscillations sketched by Rice and Tse [14] with the
Ruina slip law defined by G(v, φ) = −vφ ln(vφ) (see [4] for a friction law nomenclature and physical
implications). Rice and Tse decompose a stick-slip cycle into two main phases: a long quasi-static ‘stick’
stage at low slip rates where the spring force builds up and is balanced by the friction force, followed by
a short dynamic slip phase at high slip rates controlled by inertia and accompanied by a friction drop.
During the dynamic phase, a peak in the block slip rate is attained along µss(v) as the state quickly relaxes
on φss(v), frictional memory effects becoming instantaneous. Subsequently, an overshoot at constant state
ends the cycle and determines the block ‘arrest.’ Figure 3 illustrates such a cycle for the Dieterich law (6).
Interestingly, provided that the block acceleration is much less than v2V 2

∗ /L, it is shown that the dynamic
approximation leads to harmonic oscillations as the friction force slowly varies along µss(v), eventually
been considered as constant over a short range of v. We complete this view from building approximations of
the two phases before matching them together. Note that we do not need to consider the fast intermediate
stages in this process.

The quasi-static phase starts at the end of the overshoot (point A) from which friction balances the
spring force y ≈ µ(v, φ) as long as mv̇ = o(y). Hence the quasi-static slip rate follows the spring force and
the interfacial state according to

v = φ−b/a exp[(y − a∗)/a]. (21)

It is in fact more convenient to analyse this phase by considering the spring force y and the block velocity v
as functions of the state variable φ, which leads to the non-autonomous system{

dy/dφ = κ
(
V − v

)
/
(
1− vφ

)
,

m dv/dφ =
[
y − µ(v, φ)

]
/
(
1− vφ

)
,

(22)

instead of (19). Numerical time integration confirms the physical intuition which suggests that, in a first
stage, the slip rate is small enough to satisfy vφ � 1 and make the state increasing linearly in time
(φ̇ ≈ 1) until a second stage begins after crossing the steady-state line where vφ � 1. The intersection
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point between the steady-state line and the quasi-static trajectory is denoted I and satisfies vIφI = 1 and
yI = µss(vI). 1

In the first stage, the slip rate v is also negligible compared to the driving velocity V . From (22)1 this
implies that the stress y rises linearly with the state φ. That is, by integration,

y ≈ κV (φ− φ0) + y0. (23)

Using equation (21) we are able to find an approximate solution y(φ), v(φ) of (22), given the initial
condition y0 = y(φ0), v0 = v(φ0). From the point I, we approximate the trajectory backwards. Noticing
furthermore that y → ymin = cst. as φ→ 0, equation (23) yields

ymin = µss(vI)− κV/vI . (24)

Evolving backwards, at some point we will therefore encounter the minimum slip rate Vmin. Indeed, during
this first step, the trajectory hits a turning point M in the plane (v, y) which implies ∂v/∂y = 0. Consid-
ering φ as a function of y with (23), and differentiating (21) with respect to y, the condition ∂v/∂y = 0
leads to the coordinates

φM = b/(κV ), (25)

which, substituted into (21) and (23), gives the coordinates vM = Vmin and yM . The location of the point
M can then be evaluated once vI is known.

In the second quasi-static stage, the condition vφ � 1 holds instead while v � V still so that equa-
tion (22)1 becomes dy/dφ ≈ −κV/(vφ), or, by separation of variables and using (21), d exp[(y − a∗)/a] =
−(κV/b) dφb/a. Its integration gives the trajectory exp[(y−a∗)/a]− exp[(y0−a∗)/a] = (κV/b)(φb/a

0 −φb/a)
for any initial condition y0 = y(φ0). Again taking the point I as our initial condition, we obtain

(y − a∗)/a = ln[v1−b/a
I + (κV/b)(v−b/a

I − φb/a)], (26)

which leads to the limit y → ymax = cst. as φ→ 0, and so

ymax = µss(vI) + a ln[1 + κV/(bvI)]. (27)

Already outlined in [14], the inertial phase evolves along the steady-state line as the state immediately
responds to velocity changes such that friction obeys µ(v, φ) ≈ µss(v). During this phase, velocity changes
are small enough to consider that the friction force does not vary a lot and can be approximated by its value
reached at the maximum slip rate µss(Vmax). As a result, system (19) reduces to y′′(θ)+y(θ)−µss(Vmax) = 0,
having rescaled time as θ = t/(m/κ)1/2. If we then consider the inertial phase as a boundary value problem
for which y(0) = ymax and y(π) = ymin, the solution is

y(θ) = (∆y/2) cos θ + ȳ, (28)

where the stress drop is defined by ∆y = ymax − ymin while the mean stress reads ȳ = (ymax + ymin)/2.
Combined with (19)1, equation (28) yields the inertial slip rate v(θ) = V + (mκ)−1/2(∆y/2) sin θ. Note
that, by construction, the inertial phase starts and ends when v = V 1 and passes through the point P
where the block achieves its maximum velocity Vmax. This happens half-way through the inertial phase at
θ = π/2 which implies that the stress drop and velocity peak are related by

∆y = 2(mκ)1/2(Vmax − V ). (29)

1Note the hypotheses vφ � 1 or vφ � 1 break down at the point I.
1This is not quite right actually. Looking at Figure (3) shows that there is a fast transition phase where µ(t) is attracted or repelled
from µss when v > V , the inertial phase having not started or ended yet.
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In addition, the mean stress coincides with the value of the friction coefficient at Vmax:

ȳ = µss(Vmax). (30)

The inertial phase is thus a harmonic motion, its semi-elliptical trajectory in the plane (v, y) being defined
by

(mκ)(v − V )2 + (y − ȳ)2 = (∆y/2)2. (31)

Matching the quasi-static and inertial phases allows the simultaneous determination of the stress drop ∆y
and mean stress ȳ from Vmax together with the connection point I between the two quasi-static phases
described above. Matching conditions directly follow from the definitions of ∆y and ym:

ymax = ȳ + ∆y/2 and ymin = ȳ −∆y/2. (32)

Hence considering expressions (24), (27), (29) and (30) defines the nonlinear algebraic system we solve
numerically to compute Vmax and vI , having being given the parameters m, κ and V .

As there is no variation of kinetic energy along one entire cycle and that the work of frictional and
elastic forces compensate during the quasi-static phase, the elastic energy stored in the spring during the
quasi-static phase is totally dissipated by friction during the inertial stress drop. That is,∮

dEk = 0 =
∫ ymin

ymax

(µ− y)dy/κ ≈
[
− µss(Vmax)∆y + ȳ∆y

]
/κ. (33)

This can also be seen as a proof of equation (30).
Finally, it is important to indicate that our analysis provides the duration of the quasi-static and inertial

phases. The inertial stress drop lasts a time

Tslip = π(m/κ)1/2, (34)

while the quasi-static stress build-up takes a time

Tstick ≡ ∆y/(κV ) = 2(Vmax/V − 1)(m/κ)1/2. (35)

Bifurcation diagrams presented in Figure 4 compare the analytic stick-slip cycle approximation developed
here with numerical computations performed with the continuation software Auto which allows us to
follow the dynamics of system (19) under the Dieterich law (6) as the parameter κ is varied. Overall
it is found that our approximation becomes increasingly accurate at small κ and is in error by only a
few percent. However we find that the dynamics of system (19) becomes unphysical with the monotonic
law (6): negative spring forces are computed as κ→ 0. This illustrates one of the major drawbacks of such
monotonic friction laws. We show in the next section how considering non-monotonic friction prevents this
unphysical feature.

3.2 Non-monotonic law

To set the scene, we are first concerned by the simpler case of relaxation oscillations in the quasi-static
system (9) with the spinodal law (7). This non-monotonic regularisation of the Dieterich law (6) allows
indeed the existence of periodic orbits past the Hopf birfurcation in the quasi-static approximation (9).
The limit of small stiffnesses κ→ 0 renders the dynamical system (7)–(9) singular and makes the dynamics
controlled by two separated time scales. In the limit κ = 0, the state φ evolves on the fast time scale t
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Figure 4. Bifurcation diagrams of the spring-block system (19) under the Dieterich law (6), V = 10, m = 1.1326× 10−7 —
(a) Spring force; (b) Slip rate; (c) Stress drop; (d) period. Computations performed with Auto [34], continuation parameter κ.

Symbols: unstable solution (dashed line), Hopf bifurcation (�), saddle-node bifurcation (�), approximations (dashed-dotted line), slip
rate vI(thin dotted line).

obeying the fast subsystem {
τ̇(t) = 0,

φ̇(t) = −g(φ; τ),
(36)

while the stress τ varies on the slow time scale t̂ = κt according to the slow differential-algebraic subsystem{
τ ′(t̂) = V − v(φ, τ),

0 = g(τ, φ). (37)

The variables φ and τ are usually referred to the fast and slow variables respectively and the equilibrium
set g(τ, φ) = 0 is known as the critical manifold. In the velocity–stress plane (v, τ), the critical manifold
is represented by the spinodal steady-state form of (7). The qualitative behaviour of (9) can be described
by combining the solutions of the subsystems (36) and (37). The asymptotic approximation when κ → 0
of the phase trajectories of the relaxation oscillation solutions of such second-order dynamical systems is
fully developed in [35].

Figure 6(a) presents in the plane (v, τ) the evolution of quasi-static periodic orbits towards the relaxation
oscillation stage for smaller and smaller values of κ. As κ → 0, we see the periodic orbit to anchor itself
on the critical manifold τ = µss(v). From the point P1, the first slow phase starts with the increase of
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the stress while state and slip rate are enslaved, the trajectory lying in the neighbourhood of the critical
manifold. Then, the trajectory jumps at the singular point S1 and a quasi-instantaneous rise in velocity
occurs until the point P2 is reached. A second slow phase, characterised by a stress drop, takes place
down to the local minimum S2. The quasi-static relaxation oscillation ends with a second abrupt phase
over which the interface slows down before reaching P1 again. For our purposes, to find an approximate
expression for the period

Tr.o. = (1/κ)
∮

dτ/(V − v),

of such a relaxation oscillation, we need only calculate the duration of the phases (P1, S1) and (P2, S2)
along the critical manifold. Considering (37), the total period is then decomposed as

Tr.o. = T1 + T2 = (1/κ)
∫ VM

V1

τ ′ss(v)
V − v

dv + (1/κ)
∫ V2

Vm

τ ′ss(v)
V − v

dv.

Such decomposition was already proposed in [15]. However, since we have the law (7) we can be more
explicit. During the stress build-up, which corresponds to the stick phase, v � V , we have, asymptotically

T1 ≈ (1/κ)
∫ µss(VM )

µss(Vm)
dτ/V = (ymax − ymin)/(κV ). (38)

But this time, the stress drop is governed by the extrema of the spinodal law (7) which determines a
constant stress drop as κ→ 0. A little algebra gives

ymin = µss(Vm) ≈ a∗+a ln
[
Vm(c+1/Vm)b/a

]
and ymax = µss(VM ) ≈ a∗+a ln

[
VM ((1+R)/(1+RVM ))b/a

]
.

(39)
We could evaluate the duration T2 of the stress drop similarly. But as it is negligible compared to T1, the
latter one is a good approximation of the period of quasi-static relaxation oscillations. The inversion of
the spinodal law (7) also provides for the maximum and minimum slip rates during one oscillation. We
find, denoting β the ratio b/a and R the ratio t∗∗/(L/V∗),

V qs
max = vss(ymax) ≈

(
1 + R

cβ

)β (β − 1)β−1

R
and V qs

min = vss(ymin) ≈ Vm

(
c + 1/Vm

1 + R

)β

, (40)

which leads to V qs
max ≈ 4.4×104 and V qs

min ≈ 2.2×10−4 with values of table 1. It is remarkable that the driving
velocity V does not control the quasi-static dynamics when κ → 0, everything being determined by the
constitutive feature of the spinodal friction law. It is also worth noting that the quasi-static dynamics results
from the transitions of the micromechanisms involved the physics of friction as the minimum and maximum
slip rates are governed by the local extrema of the friction law. For instance, the transition between the
stable strengthening due to the healing quasi-stationary processes involved at very low speed and the
unstable dynamics interfacial smoothing, which fastens µss(VM ), determines the maximum slip rate in
combination with the residual interfacial strength responsible of the high-velocity frictional strengthening.

However, we saw with a monotonic friction law that inertia controls the slip phase and cannot be
neglected. We show in the following that the behaviour of a spring-block system is a bit more subtle
when a non-monotonic law is considered. Taking inertia into account makes the slip rate a fast variable
when m � 1, while we refer now to the interfacial state as an intermediate variable. Two cases are to
be distinguished depending on whether the parameters κ and m are connected by (20) or not. If not, as
κ � 1, the critical manifold attracting in the phase space (y, v, φ) the slow phases of the dynamics is the
set of equilibrium points (µss(v), v, 1/v) of the fast subsystem ẏ = 0, φ̇ = −G(v, φ), mv̇ = y − µ(v, φ). In
the plane (v, y), the trace of the critical manifold is represented by the steady-state friction law y = µss(v).
Figure 5(b) illustrates how the periodic orbits are finally locked on the critical manifold as κ→ 0. Figure 6
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Figure 5. Towards the regimes of relaxation oscillation of the system (19) for the spinodal law (7), V = 10 — As the stiffness κ is
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importance of inertia. In case (b), the overshoot have already disappeared as inertial effects have become negligible. On the legend,
values of κ label the corresponding line type. Computations performed with Auto [34], continuation parameter log10(κ).

completes the picture by presenting bifurcation diagrams obtained with Auto for V = 10. It shows that
the dynamics of (19) follows the quasi-static one for stiffnesses lower than 10−4. Asymptotically, although
inertia is present, a regime of quasi-static relaxation oscillations is thus attained. This is understood as
the combined effect of the smallness of m with the limit κ → 0 which ensures y ≈ µ(v, φ). Near the Hopf
bifurcation, Figures 5 and 6 show that the amplitude of stick-slip oscillations grows rapidly with similar
features as for the monotonic law (6). The Dieterich law constitutes indeed a good approximation of the
frictional properties of the interface when the stick-slip amplitudes are small. In the window 10−4 < κ < κc,
the velocity-weakening properties of the friction law interact with its non-monotonic features to produce
stick-slip oscillations whose amplitudes stay bounded, illustrating the regularizing effects of the spinodal
law (7) in contrast with (6).

Considering now the constraint (20), an interesting dynamics which mixes quasi-static effects and inertial
effects is found. When mκ = ε is constant, the dynamics on the slow and fast time scales t̂ = κt and
θ = t/(m/κ)1/2 are respectively governed by

(a)


y′(t̂) = V − v

κ φ′(t̂) = −G(v, φ)
ε v′(t̂) = y − µ(v, φ)

and (b)


y′(θ) = ε1/2 (V − v)

κ φ′(θ) = −ε1/2 G(v, φ)
ε1/2 v′(θ) = y − µ(v, φ).

(41)

Asymptotically, as κ → 0, the slow dynamics is determined by (41)(a) and evolves in the vicinity of the
critical manifold y = µss(v) like for the quasi-static approximation. This is because ε � 1 which makes
friction balancing the elastic stress y ≈ µ(v, φ). On the contrary, the inertial phase obeys (41)(b) and
behaves like the inertial phase described in section 3.1. However, as depicted in Figure 5(c), the new
feature is that the maximum stress ymax is now established by the local maximum of the friction law
µss(VM ) given by (39). Matching the quasi-static and inertial phases with the condition ymax = ȳ + ∆y/2
(cf. (32)) considering (29) and (30) which are still valid, we obtain the nonlinear relation determining the
maximum slip rate

µss(VM ) = µss(Vmax) + ε1/2(Vmax − V ). (42)

Note that this time Vmax belongs to the high-velocity strengthening part of the spinodal law. Interestingly,
the value of Vmax is only parametrised by ε and thus is constant at fixed V . Equation (42) can be solved
iteratively using (7) for µss(v) and the dimensionless expression of (8) for VM . For ε = 10−10 and V = 10,
we find Vmax ≈ 6.1609× 103 from (42) whereas the numerical computation by continuation of the periodic
orbit gives Vmax ≈ 6.6131×103 for κ ∼ 10−15, i.e. about 7% of relative error. In the end, this inertial phase
determines an overshoot controlled by the inertial harmonic stress drop ∆y = 2ε1/2(Vmax − V ) (cf. (29))
which assigns the minimum stress ymin. Consequently, the minimum slip rate is determined along the
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Figure 6. Bifurcation diagrams of the system (19) for the spinodal law (7), V = 10 — Steady state and extremal amplitudes of
periodic orbits are plotted for the (a) spring force; (b) slip rate; (c) stress drop; and (d) period. The nomenclature of line types is found

on the legend of Figure (d). These numerical results correspond to those plotted at Figure 5.

peridic orbit as the trajectory hits at y ≈ ymin the critical manifold of the low velocity strengthening
regime of friction. From the definition of the stress drop ∆y and the maximum value of slip rate obtained
above, we have

ymin = µss(VM )−∆y(Vmax; ε), and (43)

vmin = vss(ymin) ≈ (1 + R)−b/a exp[(ymin − a∗)/a], (44)

by combination with the approximation (A1). Numerically, these approximations give ymin ≈ 0.2817 and
vmin ≈ 1.2730×10−4, the continuation numerical method leading to ymin ≈ 0.2695 and vmin ≈ 9.1074×10−5;
that is about 4% and 40% of relative error for ymin and vmin respectively. Although the relative error on vmin

does not look very good, being a consequence of the rapid variation of the exponential in (44), it is worth
mentioning that the approximation gives the good order of magnitude of the minimal velocity, i.e. O(10−4).
In other words, the spinodal law predicts stick-slip cycles with minimal slip rates of order of the Å s−1

which suggests that molecular processes should be involved in the physics of friction. Expecting more
precision from our continuum model of friction would then be inappropriate, although it does agree with
deformation micromechanisms based on thermo-activated diffusional creep of asperities which have been
proposed by various authors to explain rate-and-state friction (see for instance [15,22]).

The dynamics of the single interface with elastic radiation and reflection modelled by (19) under spinodal
friction is thus more complex than the one of a pure spring-block system for which the inertia is small and
fixed. In the situation of a single frictional interface, the change of thickness of the system changes both
the medium stiffness and its equivalent mass. Increasing the medium thickness reduces its stiffness while
inertia rises which favors the inertial phase, the smallness of κ emphasizing quasi-static effect during the
stick phase. This latter phase then enligthens the importance of low-velocity strengthening caused by the
quasi-stationary healing of the interfacial state.
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4 Discussion

In this article we have discussed the sliding behaviour of a single frictional interface lying between two
elastic slabs of thickness h/2, driven in opposite directions at constant velocity ±V/2. We have shown
that the motion can be reduced to that of a block pulled at a constant velocity V by a spring of stiffness
k = G/h (the ‘spring-block problem’). Previous studies assumed that the motion is quasi-static; in contrast
we have shown clearly the relationship (17) between inertia in the ‘spring-block problem’ and acceleration
of the interface arising from the generation of elastic waves and their reflection at the system boundaries.

We examined the stick-slip dynamics of the spring-block equations (19) in the small stiffness regime
κ = kL/σ � 1, both for monotonic and non-monotonic rate-and-state friction laws. Two situations are
considered when κ � 1: the first corresponds to a true spring-block system for which the dimensionless
mass m = MV 2

∗ /(σL) is constant. The second situation, mκ = ε, (20) is relevant to the frictional interface
problem and arises when we consider varying slab thickness h at constant normal pressure σ.

In the limit of small stiffness κ � 1, a hierarchy of time scales controls the system’s dynamics and
promotes relaxation oscillations: repeated switching between a slow quasi-static stick phase and a faster
slip phase. We investigated the dynamics analytically by constructing approximate solutions in the quasi-
static and fast slip phases and matching them together, and by numerical continuation through the Hopf
bifurcation in which the oscillations first appear, using the bifurcation software Auto. Our leading order
analysis determines, for both the true spring-block and the frictional interface problems, the stress drop
∆τ = σ∆µ, the maximum slip rate Vmax and the relaxation oscillation period T . Intriguingly, two distinct
relaxation oscillation regimes can be distinguished: we referred to these as the ‘friction-limited’ and ‘inertia-
limited’ cases.

In the friction-limited case, inertia plays no role in the dynamics and the system evolves quasi-
statically even at high velocities. This case applies only when a spinodal friction law is used; the velocity-
strengthening part of the spinodal law at high velocities avoids a finite time velocity blow-up. Our analysis
showed that the non-monotonic interfacial properties determine the stick-slip cycle completely.

In the inertia-limited case a subtle combination of quasi-static and inertial effects governs the relaxation
oscillations. Inertial effects are crucial in determining the stress drop (Eq. (29)), while an energy balance
fixes the velocity peak ensuring (Eqs. (30), (33)) that the average stress equates to the friction force at
the slip phase climax.

As recognised also in [14], it is remarkable that the dynamic phase is, to a very good degree of ap-
proximation, harmonic, and the block motion is resisted by an almost constant frictional force determined
by the maximum block velocity. Our explanation is that in the inertial phase memory effects are almost
instantaneous due to the rapid sliding, and hence the interfacial state adapts itself almost instantaneously
to variations in velocity. As a result, only the steady-state friction law matters during the inertial phase,
and so the interfacial state evolves under the constraint y = µss(v).

When a spinodal friction law is used, the slow quasi-static phase follows the critical manifold of the
relaxation oscillation – the low-velocity positive gradient branch of the steady-state friction law – until the
local maximum of friction is reached, which defines the beginning of the slip phase. When the monotonic
Dieterich friction law is used, note that the quasi-static phase is a little more complex to describe because
the ‘critical manifold’ is reduced to a single point which divides the quasi-static evolution into two successive
stages where the interface first strengthens before weakening from sliding.

The relaxation oscillation regime is fully developed when trajectories of the slow phases are confined in
the neighbourhood of the ‘critical manifold’ which happens for the interface problem and the spring-block
one when the characteristic time of the frictionless systems is much larger than the characteristic time of
frictional memory effects: (M/k)1/2 � L/V∗. An equivalent condition (h/L)� 2

√
3(cs/V∗) determines the

minimum size of the system
√

3(cs/V∗)L for the interfacial relaxation oscillations to take place in relation
with the frictional memory properties.

In all cases we find that the period of the stick-slip relaxation oscillation corresponds asymptotically
to duration of the the quasi-static phase: T ≈ σ∆µ/(kV ). In the case of the spinodal law (7), T can
be evaluated from the friction drop ∆µ = µss(VM ) − µss(Vm) (cf. Figure 6(d)). This approximation
gives an accurate lower bound for the stick-slip period of the interfacial dynamics, even quite far from
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Figure 7. Stress drop vs. period of stick-slip for V = 10 — The stress drop is independent of the stick-slip period once the relaxation
oscillation regime is attained on the contrary of the unbounded growth promoted by the monotonic law.

the asymptotic relaxation oscillation regime, as shown by the numerical results in Figure 6(d). For the
spinodal law, Figure 7 shows that the stress drop becomes asymptotically constant at small κ. This effect
is a direct consequence of the non-monotonic character of the spinodal law (7) and differs strongly from
the unbounded increase in the stress drop and oscillation period that would be predicted from a monotonic
law such as (6).

We now discuss the geophysical implications of our results. Most importantly, we observe that the
oscillation period is governed by the system size h, and not by the memory length L involved at the
instability onset (cf. (12)). Using geophysical orders of magnitude, we have

Tr. ≈ (∆µσ/G)(h/V ) . 10−2 h/V while Tonset ≈ 2π(b/a− 1)−1/2(L/V ) . 10 L/V. (45)

Thus, consideration of an earthquake as a relaxation oscillation requires no reference to a microscopic
memory length, and the earthquake recurrence time should be thought of as being related to macroscopic
lengthscales. A careful study of fault zones would be desirable to confront the theoretical developments of
this paper with physical data, and to determine if the strain rate V/h corresponds to global lithospheric
strain rates or to more local strain rates associated with fault zone sizes. A simple way of doing this would
be to compare observed values of V/h with the ratio ∆τ/(GTr.) deduced from corresponding measurements.

Due to the constraint mκ = ε = const., the interface system may generate inertia-limited relaxation
oscillations with an associated stress drop

∆τ = 2σ
[
µss(VM )− µss(Vmax)

]
, (46)

which result from the interplay of the shape of the spinodal law and the inertial control of the slip phase.
The stress drop emphasizes the competition between the static aging and dynamic weakening processes
of the interfacial state evolution (7)2. Through comparison with the classical stick-slip under Coulomb
friction [36], our analysis links the notions of static and dynamic friction coefficients to µss(VM ) and
µss(Vmax) respectively, and provides a physical understanding for the validity of Coulomb’s model of
friction. We remark (again) that only the steady-state friction coefficient is involved in determining the
stress drop.

Our understanding of the inertial phase shows that the maximum slip rate becomes constant once the
relaxation oscillation regime is established; it is related to the stress drop and the medium impedance by

Vmax ≈
√

3∆τ/(ρcs) + V. (47)

In the geophysical context, our analysis gives Vmax . 1 m s−1. Neglecting the driving velocity V , it is now
possible to extract the value of µss(VM ) from the measurement of ∆τ by combining (47) with (46). On
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the other hand, as the stress drop and earthquake recurrence time are related by ∆τ = G(V/h)Tr., the
friction law of a fault could be determined from measuring ∆τ , Tr. and V/h using (46) in which µss(VM )
is provided by rock friction experiments.

Finally, we conclude that the spring-block equations (19) constitute a good mechanical analogue for
the dynamic sliding of a frictional interface when the time scales involved are large compared to h/(2cs).
The quasi-static phase will satisfy this condition easily provided the system is driven slowly to ensure
the “slowness condition” V � (σ∆µ/G)cs. Considering geophysical values for commonly observed stress
drops (1–10 bar), shear modulus (10 GPa) and wave speed (103 m s−1) of rocks, the slowness condition is
satisfied for the velocity range of Plate Tectonics. However, the analysis comes close to breaking down in
the inertial phase: the condition Tslip � h/(2cs) is equivalent to requiring π �

√
3. In conclusion we hope

that our analysis motivates further experimental investigation of stick-slip dynamics, both in nature and
in the laboratory.
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Appendix A: Approximations of the spinodal law

We list here useful approximations of the different steady-state sliding regimes of the spinodal law (7). At
very low slip rate, the interface is rough and the state nearly constant, φss ≈ 1, so that

µss(v) ∼ a∗ + a ln(v) + b ln(1 + R) as v → 0. (A1)

When v increases, the state is sensitive to the velocity smoothing of the interface and φss ≈ 1/(1 + Rv).
Thus we approximate the friction coefficient by

µss(v) ≈ a∗ + a ln(v) + b ln[(1 + R)/(1 + Rv)], (A2)

which describes both the low-velocity strengthening and the logarithmic velocity-weakening. At very high
slip rates, the state tends to zero, and only the residual interfacial strength c remains so that friction
strengthens logarithmically with the slip rate:

µss(v) ≈ a∗ + a ln(v) + b ln(c). (A3)

In fact, to take into account the high-velocity transition between the velocity weakening and strengthening,
we need to recognize that φss/φ∗ ∼ 1/v, and then

µss(v) ≈ a∗ + a ln(v) + b ln(c + 1/v), (A4)

because we also consider that the quasi-stationary healing processes are much longer than the process of
dynamical smoothing of the interface, i.e. R � 1.
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